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Network Meta-analyses (NMAs) have become useful in exploring and addressing gaps in the comparative effectiveness of available 
systemic treatments in PsA and PsO. The increasing number of these types of analyses that have become available creates risks related 
to redundancy/overlap, quality, and interpretation.

The CARE™ PsA and PsO Working group was held virtually on April 28th, 2022. This meeting provided a platform for Canadian 
rheumatology and dermatology specialists to collaboratively discuss the applicability and utility of this type of research and needs/
areas for improvement.
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INTRODUCTION

This supplement to the CARE™ Spring PsA and PsO Update provides highlights from the working  
group discussion.
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NMA PUBLICATION REVIEW

In advance of the meeting participants reviewed a sampling of recent NMA publications (see Table 1 for details on these publications). These 
data informed the subsequent discussion.

Table 1. Overview of NMA Publications Included in Review
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SUMMARY OF DISCUSSION

Available NMAs in these spaces have highlighted just how 
beneficial all the newer advanced therapeutics are. It is 
reassuring to have so much data confirming that these options 
are both highly efficacious and acceptably safe.

• Having so many options available also means that, if one drug 
doesn’t work, a clinician can move on to another agent with 
the assurance that it will also be a very good option.

What follows are select highlights drawn from discussions held during the working group meeting.

NMAs are important for payer groups trying to assess the relative 
added value of drug A vs drug B against differences in cost. 

Where there is good methodology, NMA takeaways have 
greater utility

• The NMAs reviewed (see table 1) are fairly well designed and 
they confirm that many of the available biologic therapies 
have similar efficacy and safety.

Perspectives on PASI 90 vs 100 outcomes:

• PASI 100 is the optimal outcome. Clear skin is what we are 
looking for; If you aim for less, that’s what you will achieve.

• Cure is the only thing better than PASI 100 and is the 
ultimate goal. Accepting anything less than PASI 100 
in these patients means we haven’t achieved the best 
possible individual outcome for the patient yet.

• With PASI 90, even though there may only be small residual 
psoriatic plaques, the location can still be impactful (i.e. if it is 
on the face)

• While some patients may still experience skin pain 
and burning having achieved PASI 100, these residual 
symptoms usually do not have a significant impact on 
daily living.

Challenges/limitations of NMAs:

• There are often strict RCT study protocols that do not allow 
optimization of therapy, which is not how we practice 
medicine.

• This is where real world data are useful.

• Data can be pulled from large timeframes (i.e. 2004-2019).

• Patients have changed significantly over time because of 
how they have been treated, bringing into question the 
relevance and applicability of data from many years ago.

• Historical problems in trial design, numbers, how drugs 
are used, etc. are not taken into consideration, making it 
more difficult to compare outcomes.

• Since PASI-90 and -100 are now the standard endpoints, it 
doesn’t make sense to look back to times when we didn’t 
achieve or even measure these outcomes.

• Many NMAs are industry funded, creating potential bias and 
concern that ‘whoever pays wins’

• Bias can be due to influence on the data chosen for 
inclusion, and spin: how conclusions drawn from the 
research are presented.

• Data on special sites (i.e. nails) are excluded but are very 
important clinically

“

”

WHERE THERE IS GOOD METHODOLOGY,  

NMA TAKEAWAYS HAVE GREATER UTILITY
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Tips for maximizing utility of NMA research and suggestions 
for improvement:

• Conclusions drawn in NMA publications need to be carefully 
vetted and analyzed.

• Presenting conclusions that indicate a definitive 
superiority of one agent over the others should be 
discouraged if results are similar.

• Summary sections within NMA publications that include an 
explanation of methodology are important to increase utility, 
knowing that many who consume the content do not always 
wade through the whole analysis and will just look at the 
takeaways.

• Inclusion of more head-to-head data as it becomes available 
should be a priority and will increase the quality of evidence.

• This will also allow the reader to exclude more data sets 
that are less appropriate/relevant.

• Having NMAs that are living documents (e.g. Cochrane 
Reviews) avoids the risk of information becoming out of date.

• There is a need to look at more than one outcome (durability, 
cost-effectiveness, etc.) and at different time points to draw 
better conclusions.

• It would be optimal to have regulatory bodies take a greater 
interest in assisting with harvesting data from RCTs and 
determining appropriate outcome measures for NMAs
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ADDITIONAL CONSIDERATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

• The ethics of trials that use a placebo comparator should be questioned in today’s landscape.

• It is hard to rationalize enrolling patients in a trial, knowing they could then be randomized to placebo when there are so many 
good active options available to us.

• There is a huge appetite for more head-to-head trials.

• There should be a consideration to mandate active comparators nationally (similar to what has already been implemented in 
Europe).

• Where necessary, there is the option to have a small placebo arm, in addition to an active comparator, that allows patients to 
switch over following lack of response.

Overview of the systematic reviews with network meta-analysis evaluating the efficacy or safety of the systemic treatments in 
moderate-to-severe psoriasis

Authors: Robin Guelimi, Sivem Afach, PhD, Jean-Philippe Regnaux, Thomas Bettuzi, MD, Guillaume Chaby, MD, Florian Naudet, MD, Emilie Sbidian, PhD, and Laurence Le 
Cleach, MD

Poster 33567 accessible here: https://eposters.aad.org/abstracts/33567

Results 

In total, 47 redundant NMAs were included. Two (4%) included all available treatments. Both efficacy and safety were evaluated in 14/47 (30%) 
NMAs and both short and long-term evaluations were assessed in 5/47 (11%). Confidence in the results was critically low for 39/47 (83%) NMAs. 
Only 10/47 (23%) registered a protocol. Pharmaceutical funding was present in 26/47 NMAs (55%). Spin was present in all of the abstracts 
and reporting was poor in most of them according to the PRISMA-checklist. Almost half of the NMAs failed to check for heterogeneity or 
consistency.

Conclusions

Heterogeneous methods and poor confidence in the results in a majority of the redundant NMAs, further distorted by reporting issues and 
spin. Clinicians need to interpret NMAs with caution when looking for the most reliable evidence.

RELATED AAD NMA CONTENT OF INTEREST

The main takeaway from this study is that only 4% of NMAs included all available therapies, which creates bias.  

Critically reviewing the methodology used in each NMA is important in determining quality of evidence

Click Here  to access the full CARE™ PsA and PsO Spring Update for more data and perspectives!

https://careeducation.ca/care-perspectives-psa-pso-2022/
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